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The Present Tension
The recent surveillance of Iran’s state of turmoil, re-

peatedly looped and replayed on a myriad of flat screens
has given an astonishing impression of a territory which
had remained obscured in the last thirty years. The thun-
dering reclamation of the streets that illustrated the dis-
dain felt by the Iranian people about the results of their
faulted and faulty election, has provoked a poignant re-
sponse from almost everywhere and has garnered global
media attention. Attention from within focused on the
strict demand for accountability from the formerly en-
trusted regime; from without the attention has seemed
to be filled with empathy for its young population’s de-
sire to be counted. But, in terms of the international com-
munity, the response remains affixed by the continual,
open, partial disdain of all things Islamic. 

The governance of Iran has remained a mixture of
political expediency and polemic control that has
helped drive its Platonic Islamic vision of an ironic Re-
public, which, since June 2009, seems to be under its
greatest moment of duress, from within and also from

external forces. This uprising of youthful vigour demon-
strates a yearning to implement aspirations, to renego-
tiate the limits imposed on their freedom, making this
Islamic Republic’s demographic bulge at loggerheads
with its entrenched conservative establishment that dis-
allows sway. What remains under control, under whose
control and how it is controlled seems to be at stake
here.

IR of I
Iran is the abbreviated name, commonly used for

what is in current reality- the Islamic Republic of Iran.
The quickly forgotten prefix is an important and telling
“pre” that certifies a demand. A demand for the system-
atic redistribution of the political, economic and social
within a theocratic sufficiency, a Republic officiated and
guarded by an evolving religiosity that is bounded by a
self-totalising logic. At its most powerful level it remains
unaccountable to the masses and highly impermeable.
It evidently employs similar contingencies and is not
very different from western democracies, as recent con-
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trolling mechanisms have highlighted in the USA and
Russian elections, whereby an electoral system can op-
timise results by effective technological misdemeanours
that assist the final results by subverting both the elec-
tive and the electoral.

A Cultural Palimpsest That Turns Into a Pretext
Curating any regional domain, including that of Iran

is made difficult by the sophisticated, cultural
palimpsest of the region, although it is necessary to eval-
uate its specific aesthetic and cultural developments.
The study of Iran, as both a regional powerhouse and a
place of immense articulation in cultural terms, makes
it an obvious choice at a time when the whole world is
trying to come to terms with its moral effectiveness as
it crosses a fragile, politicised crossroads of governance
and experience. Historically, the country is of ontologi-
cal importance and has been a domain of highly discur-
sive thinking within its expanses. In its present
constellation, Iran has suffered and endured many dif-
ferent circumstances and faced specific challenges from
a range of biased nations and religiosities; this, com-
bined with its own reactive epithet provides for a very
pertinent set of conditions which enable the production
as well as set down the role and rules of aesthetics which
have had to function until now within a curtailed free-
dom. An evolutionary aesthetics of adaptation and an
approved cultural code has emerged. Within this cur-

tailment of immobilised consent and the threat of the
eradication of dissenting voices, a new formula of the
putative whole has emerged, an increasingly conscious-
ness alphabet of poetic and political conjunctures. A
postmodern parody within the Shia lore and imagery of
myth and treatise has arisen and appears to be increas-
ingly, if not prominently, urban. In a land of Iranian
Islam 1 there is now an Art from Iran (as opposed to a
Persian Art). 

The Persian architectural, philosophical and crafts’
heritage, a legacy found in the mainstay of most muse-
ums’ collections and part of the carefully drawn
roadmap of global civilisation, has started to act as a pre-
existing zone alongside the vast amount of cultural work
produced under the Shah, which was a mixture of inter-
national accessories (as found in the Teheran Museum
of Contemporary Art in Tehran in the collection of
Queen Farah) in combination with an exclusive group
of modernists who bridge both the reign of the Shah and
the Islamic Revolution.

Within these two fields of the cultural and the politi-
cal, a new space has emerged, a prefecture of individuals
cruising (around but still within) state determined val-
ues with a political valency and an astute sense of po-
tential foreboding – here a denatured balance of within
and without has developed. A highly sensitive artistic
relation to cultural production and the means for a con-
tinual production has contested the policed culture. 
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A cultural agency, that is tantamount to a precarious
undertaking in the refusal to stand within as recipients
of state principles and a sense of accountability, has
emerged by placing and articulating knowledge and
conditions based on perception. This articulation is not
a compulsive, ironic criticism or even nihilistic sarcasm
but an imbibed discourse of cultural tropes that simul-
taneously work within the given franchise of state lib-
erty, as well as being understood by mediators of the
International realm. This poetic enclosure and disclo-
sure are image/text/filmic constructs framed by lived
limits and blossoming with occluded meaning; an in-
sider’s discourse of Iran’s passionate oral culture trans-
gressively rooted in national annotations that deploy
and employ scurrilous ploys.

A Doppelganger Realm
The pseudonym “Persia” is the biblical casing of an

erstwhile era, a multi-farious cache within the imaginary;
a whisper of forlorn imperial journeys in the midst of
hostile tribes and demure Bedouins (as in the rest of the
homogenised orient) and it remains an impudent space
within the historical archive of imperial oriental cultures.
Iran and Persia act out the parallel predispositions that
remain the root of the current crisis and propensities of
its identification schizophrenia. These duelling tenden-
cies, (the Islamic Republic of Iran and the idea of Persia)
are not so much parallel layers of cultural epochs but

volcanic forces that enforce change from within and ex-
ternally, often unsettling the values of its citizens who
evaluate their contemporary through a lens that volleys
between the last embers of the Shah’s enforced western-
isation and the proselytising guiding counsel. Here
residues of the past as evident in old Persian beliefs are
policed and unwelcomed within the public domain - the
contemporary state controls Iran’s streets and bazaars
with a dedicated moral police force. The private and the
public become two quickly changing masks for the
urban population as they daringly criss-cross the oppos-
ing realms in a continuous face-off; a paradigm that has
become the norm in the last thirty years.

This bipolarisation of reason, role, and act is con-
stantly in play. The “I and We” of the state and an “I and
We” of old Persia in the dynamics of a contested reality
have lead to not only a diminishing “Us and Them”, but
a vicious constant re-invention of the self, policed within
the public or bounded by the private. To a certain extent
this dynamic has come to a head more recently, where
the “I and Us” and the “We and Them” have become but
a grand charade that has been vehemently attacked. In
retaliation, the state has reinforced its illogical tenden-
cies. 

This complicated history of revolution, monarchies
and a mixture of high-octane political oligarchs have
made the twentieth century and the new millennium’s
history of this nation into a testing ground of hybrid net-
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works and confined it to its contemporary, solitary status
– most of it within one generation’s experience. This
schizophrenia has come to effectively define the con-
temporary state of comprehensive arrest for its young
generation, feeling even further distanced and nuanced
by their virtual connectivity to ‘western’ standards, but
nevertheless contained and maintained by the deploy-
ment of a moralising regime. 

Their fight for the right to exist is a deeply complex
one in this exuberant nation. Beyond the schisms of gen-
erational differences and technological saviness, this
generation, more so than any other, feels bounded and
contained by the manner in which the state unilaterally
exerts its Islamic Republic ideals. This thirty year old ex-
periment that is finding its principles, splits its alliances
between the urban and the rural, between the young and
those seeking salvation in their old age, between the in-
ternational borderless business community and those
seeking a brotherhood within Sharia 2 communities. All
this, is further complicated by highly vociferous de-
mands for women’s rights and a vast artistic community
with its inescapable call to realise its poetic vision. 

The East of the Tryst
This Islamic Republic of Iran remains qualitatively

harboured in the Middle East region, where the region’s
politics remain bounded by state experiments which
constantly appear, but, in reality, never address their

compounded interests. This measure of political effi-
cacy, drawn from its traditional historiography, is effec-
tively a series of alliances drawn primarily from the
mainstay of differences, including the Sunni and Shiite
3 dichotomies, Islamic, Persian, Kurdish and Arabic iden-
tities, which are further deepened by historic drifts that
encompass state, lingual and border structures. All these
aspects have further affected the modernising and
modernity of the region and, as a whole, the Middle East
remains a rich, but caustic, region, lame in an accelerat-
ing globalised ground.

Within the contemporary fold, the Islamic Republic
of Iran remains at another crossroad. Thirty years after
the Islamic Revolution of 1979, it seems to be at the teth-
ered end of an imploding belonging, of a precariousness
encased and battered by a moral police and seemingly
in flight, as words and images of its recent violations and
volatility haunt the internet and satellite communities.

A shaken, hybrid demagogy, where repressive meas-
ures have been enacted on its own youthful kin, the
highly organised state brutality has condemned millions
as dissidents in a place where reality and rumour co-
habit in a political struggle. Counter-revolutions seem
to be a generational chant and the fight for reform
clasps in the vestiges of something bitter. Living as we
all do in an imperfect world, where the remainders of the
past fall away or return to haunt our creative contempo-
raries, the exhibition The Promise of Loss is organised
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to mine the huge ground of Iran. The connection of ex-
pertise to experience, the rhythm of its measures and the
constancy of the artistic gazing into its shadows has
made listening to the artists’ renditions more urgent.

The exhibition is a consolidation of many dashed
hopes, a desire to build a shrine as well as to plant trees
in the campus condemned to destruction. The artists en-
able both a reading of the situation and encouragement
to cross the distance where the bitterness of loss reigns
within the national moral. These notations of incensed
inspiration within this short century and a need for the
aesthetic may be considered by asking these two key
questions about its development:
1) What might art achieve? (A seemingly perennial

question)
2) Can we assess these intense culpabilities which are

re-written as artistic considerations and, in the
process, resolve the aesthetic values of a modified
times - in an evolving matrix, of abstractions, of man-
ifestations and of sensitivities that inform the heart
of its forms?

The exhibition The Promise of Loss will not define Iran
or even start the process of defining Iran, but the inten-
tion is to curate an exhibition that adds to the symbolic
archive of the future, that can supplement and deepen
the aesthetic consideration of Iran’s vast heritage from
an individual artist’s perspective.

The exhibition will be curated in five sections:
a) Beyond Iran and Near Tehran:
Peyman Hooshmandzadeh and Mandana 
Moghaddam

This section looks more closely at Tehran as a subject
matter for artists, as the hubris for urban density, where
youth filled motor cascades fill its streets at phantom
peak hours. From Felestin Square to Jordan, districts
and squares hold both class and age as its identity be-
yond commerce and settlement. No place in Tehran has
remained untouched by the last thirty years’ demo-
graphic shift in a population of whom the majority are
under thirty and the largest component of its stu-
dentship is in hejab.

Peyman Hooshmandzadeh is a writer and photogra-
pher based in Tehran. Hooshmandzadeh takes the reli-
gious popular iconic images of the Holy Family and
digitally composes them onto the carpet-like prayer
mats’ embedded clock (therefore Time) as found in
many households. The mix of the popular in this kitsch
rendition remains a fractious, even contentious, issue for
the governing Islamic seminaries. These handsome por-
trayals of holy martyrs, namely Hazrat Ali, Imam Hassan
and Imam Hussein, within the Shia iconography per-
form a similar task to that of the former Shah who was
impressively profiled in all official places including ban-
knotes (which were superimposed with an Islamic pat-
tern at the time of the revolution). The current 10,000
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tomam banknote has a portrait of Imam Khomeini,
whilst the wall hangings in high-rise apartments of
Tehran are resplendently dressed by these warriors of
the desert.

Mandana Moghaddam lives between Iran and Swe-
den, where she exhibits regularly. Moghaddam’s instal-
lation Sara’s Paradise (2009) is an ode to the time-
honoured place in the cemetery of Behesht e Zahra,
Tehran, where the fate of the martyrs, from the Iraq-Iran
war that claimed over 800,000 young lives, is commem-
orated. The place, as seen in the installation, is a gory
fountain of red water continuously bleeding into the
world. The source of the blood is the martyrs and their
families who encouraged holy participation to the bitter
end lured by a promise of a place in paradise. A gap in
the generation remains, as Iran is missing a large per-
centage of males, due to the grotesque result of this bru-
tal two-year encounter with Iraq.

Moghaddam stunningly recreates a fountain lit by a
neon green colour emitted by tube lights as found in
many public spaces in Tehran, and further surrounded
by empty plastic canisters in anticipation of being filled
by more blood or by those other resources so often lack-
ing during this period including water, oil, petrol and
paraffin.

b) Graphic, Unfolding Tributaries: 
Parastou Forouhar, Sara Rahbar, and Neda Razavipour

Can Iranian culture be curiously understood as a
form of Shia Modernity, with all its permutations; what
could this mean within the contemporary? The current
visual culture has its roots in a specific political reality
that has been constantly informed by socio-political
strategies affecting allowances and cultural production.
The level of pervasive Shia graphic tradition that is
‘found’ and used in the slow release of artists works
forms a trail of both tradition and postmodern accord as
they invent and recall cultural and religious heritage.

Parastou Forouhar lives and works in Frankfurt, Ger-
many. Forouhar’s series of projected animated drawings
for the floor, Spielmannszüge (2005) is a tricky, Eis-
cheresque commentary on Iran’s long and troubled re-
lationship with human rights. Forouhar has been at the
forefront of commenting on this issue in most of her
work, both in the form of digital drawings and in her
large-scale photography. She remains steadfast in her
concern for the fabric of the contemporary twisted read-
ing of Islamic laws and ideals and their abusive usage
in state controlling mechanisms. 

Her monochromatic compositions are normally rep-
etitions of acts of atrocious torture in medieval garb.
Here, the simple anonymous human forms are twisted,
deformed and altered by controlling anonyms. Her basic
premise remains in questioning the wider ideology as
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it penetrates the psyche of its citizens resulting in a bel-
licose cosmos that makes the tortured into a potential
torturer in a systematic use of violence, coercion and
distrust that makes us all culprit to acts of evil. 

Sara Rahbar spends her working life between New
York and Tehran. Her large fabric tent, You Burned My
House Down, Then Offered Me Shelter From The Rain
(2009), made from numerous flags of the United States
of America, remains a facile and enigmatic, but empty,
shrine to country and spirit. The flag, both of the USA
and of Iran has been a mainstay for Rahbar, as she mines
its symbolic potential for emotional meaning. Each time,
as it is raised to commemorate another victory, another
death, another conquest or another day, the flag, like the
tent, becomes a symbolic shroud. It supposedly pro-
vides an identity of belonging and simultaneously
guards the inside from the outsiders – it is both a nulli-
fying graphic symbol and a blanket from under which
to rape the world. Emotionally it pertains to justice and
territorial claims but in its abuse it also acts as a symbol
of imperial lust and lustre. Incisively, she draws on these
many parallel journeys of the phallocentric raising of the
flag yet it is in its half-mast-post-coital state that its true
solace is obvious and we understand how quickly it can
be used as a shelter for maiming and killing.

Neda Razavipour is a painter who lives and works in
Tehran, who also trained as a theatre designer. In this ex-
hibition she is represented by two types of work, a con-

ceptual video work entitled Find the Lost One (2009)
which is a play on the title, allowing the audience to either
‘play’ alongside her split-screen totalising image or to
wonder about its meaning in a more conceptual take. The
second work is a series of drawings on a diary page with
script and images drawn from the daily media as it trawls
the earth for sordid or sensational or even mundane sto-
ries of human interaction with the universe. Some of these
drawings are about hazards that make such effective news
and others are lost fictional works of super heroes, still in
search of home and belonging. In both works Razavipour
asks similar questions about our ability to perceive and
to make sense of our world and how we account for
change, so swift, so skewed and odd all at once.

c) Responses to Legacies:
Samira Abbassy, Babak Golkar, Amin Nourani,
Behrang Samadzadegan and Jinoos Taghizadeh

This section collates works which, in one fashion or
another, respond to notions of legacies. The notion of
legacy brings up all sorts of images from the vaults or
websites. It is the process of unearthing stories and fig-
ures, of power and inheritance from all around the coun-
try on a variety of topics. Legacy indicates a diverse
search on a variety of topics. 

Samira Abbassy is a New York based artist whose
works are built up from, and are informed by, minute de-
tail. In the process of making she manages to unearth
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that which is left behind and hypothetically makes new,
surprising narratives, often from partial fragments
which in themselves are but fleeting memories and mo-
mentoes of peripheral histories. In the The Eternal War:
Third Circle: The Taliban series, disemboweled bodies
and beheaded soldiers lay slewn in barren lands remi-
niscent of the Middle Ages or even present-day
Afghanistan. These drawings of a deep brown hue force
the viewer to consider the late twentieth century ‘need’
to conquer this terrain and the blood that has been spilt
to guard it from the USSR, the USA and the British. Even
this reeks of the trials and tribulations experienced dur-
ing the attempts to conquer Persia by Alexander (the
Great and Genghis Khan).

Babak Golkar, is an artist living and working in Van-
couver, Canada from where his work has discussed the
way architecture and design have influenced the way we
live, work and yet remain retained by the state. His
sculptures are often enclosures which, in design, incline
to a panoptican ‘look’ - ambiguous structures that seem
to concern themselves with mass surveillance. The his-
tory of architecture is similar to the invention of ma-
chines with a seemingly historical legacy of male
inventors, Golkar makes his work as a meditation on
model and scale which holds the possibility of power as
its fetishistic promise. 

In the work Negotiating the Space for Possible Coex-
istences #2 (2009) he employs the traditional forms of

carpet design embedded in regional formats across Iran
and re–assembles these into communal geometry a se-
ries of futuristic architectural forms. The carpet acts as
a ground plan which provides a basis for these rising
forms. The work is as much about discovery as wonder
in perception of knowledge and ambition locked within
the everyday - it provides a subtle and ingenious way
that an artist responds to heritage as a set of invaluable
signs. 

Amin Nourani is a painter and tutor working in
Tehran. His recent sojourn in Afghanistan has left an in-
delible memory that he reworks into these large scale
paintings. Often painted in triptychs or diptychs - his
world is a combination of the restlessness of the living
and the perceived calm of the dead. Graveyards and
sandstorms feature as blustery scapes within which the
living (and the seemingly dead) wander in search of the
continued loss of their country and their countrymen.

Hyper-realistic and solemn, these canvases create a
chilling melancholic composition of veiled faceless
women, no longer belonging or safe in their community
or communes. Disturbing details of shoes hanging on
branches symbolically paint a desperate picture of the
loss of hope.

Behrang Samadzadegan is a lecturer, writer and
painter who lives and works in Tehran and is recognised
as an important voice within the city, for his forthright
commentaries on artistic agency. His drawings in the
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series Sportswomen are part of an ongoing attempt to
map the role of women in search of their rightful desti-
nation as equal partners. These drawings act as a form
of reassurance within an anxious play by the state on its
population wherein the gender divide is more often one
sided and humiliating for women. In strengthening their
place in profound activities and set in unusual places of
sport and profession, Samadzadegan creates unease
around these instituted boundaries. These fictional com-
positions objectify the place of contrition. Influenced by
Iran’s little Schumacher, Laleh Seddigh, who is known
for her stunning looks and legendary driving skills,
Samadzadegan has created a myriad of women winners
in allied fields of sports as a tribute to their inane capa-
bilities which remain uncharted and yet proffer a great
legacy for the future to be born. 

Jinoos Taghizadeh is a valiant artist living in Tehran,
paving a route through the constant arbitration between
the real, the factual and the spinning yarns of the system.
She has the soul of an animator tied to the plight for jus-
tice, a truth seeker and researcher with a specific athletic
tendency that allows facts to happen where they exist.
Her engrossing works allow the feared and the smeared
to be re-instated within a national realism which consis-
tently remains at stake. She single handedly allows an
intimacy, and a level of care that replenishes values as
part of her desire to hold the national culture and nature
accountable as they vie for rational resourcing, a motto

in her fine Stamp series would be ‘to say more rather
than live within the less’.

The Stamp series are a poignant reminder that mon-
uments are not about scale but an efficacy that is in-
formed by necessity not material or egoiste memoirs.

d) The Main-Melancholia: 
Iman Afsarian, Shahram Entekhabi, Abbas Kowsari
and Rozita Sharafjahan

Iran has had a long tradition of poetry with key fig-
ures that have honoured its publishing and oral heritage
with a great and surprising use of the symbolic and the
metaphoric within its narrative. A definite language and
style with spiritual and moral overtones has captivated
its population. The role of melancholic ploys and
mourning4 is a fusion of both Shia traits and Sufi philos-
ophy.

Iman Afsarian is on the editorial board of Herfeh:
Honarmand Magazine and a renowned painter living
in Tehran. His quiet enigmatic paintings are like whis-
pers in a solemn evening where the slightest movement
or breath can disturb its equilibrium. These rare eluci-
dating moments of soliloquy inhabit unspoken reflec-
tions and virtues of malady and the unknown loss of
focus. The lack of human presence is palpable and be-
comes a quality within the paintings that, in turn, height-
ens the importance of the quotidian objects represented
in the still life and the interior, abandoned oddities that
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feature in his work such as curtains, vases and lanterns
– all are sensual reminders that speak foremost of in-
tense loneliness. The dark hues and the evening light
that accompany these slight interrogations of non-
places are spellbindingly clear and their dank softness
creates a sad revelation. 

Shahram Entekhabi is a performance artist based in
Berlin, who was trained as an architect - a training that
is echoed in some of his larger works. Entekhabi uses
the performative as a way to interrogate the world
around him and the relationships that pre-occupy his
wandering mind. Often the mundane activities of danc-
ing, eating and selling are used as ways to communicate
difference and the place of difference in contemporary
Europe. In examining the everyday with such intensity,
Entekhabi, allows a multiple of contexts to be revealed,
just below the surface of these interactions - inequality,
suffering, mistreatment and ambition float up in these
sad encounters.

The three video works are poignant statements about
the role of the artists and the male figure as they conflate
within the frame, often unstructured in their ‘feel’. Some-
what ordinary, these evaluations are fine notations of en-
counters and roles in a sad world of unmitigated love
and broken dreams.

Abbas Kowsari is a photojournalist and artist based
in Tehran whose work is characterised by the intensity
of hues that accompany pathos or humour that enfold

these hallucinatory scenarios. The images are instantly
recognisable as Kowsari, regardless of the subject matter
- large swathes of colours of religious banners or gar-
ments or even plastic sheeting provide the subjects’
counter-points in his framing.

Kowsari captured a blossoming reality with his me-
andering lens under the reformist agenda of Moussavi.
His enigmatic photographs became frontpage material
for the Iranian people. In the Women Police Academy
series he astutely mocks those women in black chador
as they climb the sides of buildings and march like sol-
diers to bring further dread to the streets of the nation
whilst the Shade of Earth are a sorrow-filled set of land-
scape images of decaying places, where rusted car-
casses of war machines jut out of the deserted borders
between Iraq and Iran; marked death zones, where fam-
ilies gather to commemorate the memories of their sons,
brothers and fathers who died in this immense fraction.

Rozita Sharafjahan is a video artist and the founder
of an artist-run gallery, Azad, in Tehran. Her pedagogic
role, both as a gallerist and as a tutor, provides an im-
portant conduit in highlighting the younger genera-
tion’s desire to be located in culture’s public passage.
Her work as a video artist has recently started to be
screened in international circuits, albeit in the context
of large-scale group exhibitions.

Sharafjahan’s work deals with the emotive crossroads
faced by Iranian women in urban settings. Often using
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poetic and repetitive loops, she manages to impress on
the audience a claustrophobic society where individuals
remain guarded against sudden change and the volatil-
ity that accompanies such alteration. The installation,
Winter 1971, is a text projection of the poetry of Ahmad
Shamlou onto a set of clothes that are hung on the wall,
like empty shells that need to be replenished as the
wardrobes of the disappeared.

e) Re-imaging the Revolution:
Masoumeh Bakhtiyari, Asgar/Gabriel, Shadi
Ghadirian and Leila Pazooki

The image of the late twentieth century Iran has been
marked by the notion of the revolution, its land and its
people somehow blessed and best dressed by this mo-
ment, of fists in the air and the American embargo that
followed. The revolution was heavily documented within
and these images still circulate as anniversary momen-
toes as well as acting as a form of communal vigilance
against conspiring forces on its borders and on its air-
waves. Artists have analysed this state and its meaning,
through a thirty year old emergency, but still find in this
nation a myriad of elements that need to be addressed. 

Masoumeh Bakhtiyari is a painter living and working
in Tehran. Her work is often divided into diptychs as a
format by which to deal with polarities and divisions that
exist along gender lines within the Sharia law as prac-
ticed in contemporary Iran. Her inventive skills are often

employed to allow a space in her paintings for her curi-
ous political readings. In recent works she portrays the
differing rights of men and women after divorce and the
rights to and of children by using various flowers and
fauna that allow her to illustrate the discrepancies. By
using specific symbolism as found in Iranian culture,
she can guide the willing viewer through a mind-bog-
gling laws and minutiae that forbid and generally are
prejudicial against women. 

Bakhtiyari is amongst a small group of women artists
who paint on a regular basis, the common practice
amongst women artist has been a mix-media approach,
with a growing tendency towards lens-based practice.
Bakhtiyari has developed a key signature style that
makes the compositions ‘feel’ like archival prints, fading
and under attack by time, an attempt to locate both the
long traverse of her subjects and their subjectivities.

Asgar/Gabriel (Daryoush Asgar and Elisabeth Gabriel),
are a duo of painters living and working in Vienna, both
graduating from the Academy of Fine Arts. They have
worked together for several years and have produced a
large body of works that combine their precise skills in
drafting extraordinary scenes of the mayhem and gusto
found in contemporary youth culture. Their brave new
worlds are often tinted with smoke filled skies and cascad-
ing bodies, as they fall from grace and circumstances.

Their painting, Utopia, is a diptych whose overall
measurement equals that of Picasso’s great work Guer-
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nica and the first part of the diptych measurements are
those of Liberty Leading The People by Delacroix.
Utopia, as such, is a homage to two great painters and
their historical and remorseful treatise on the notion of
revolution. The artists stated “The term ‘Utopia’ does not
exist in the Persian language; while it has been inte-
grated into so many languages from Arabic to Turkish,
no transcription of ‘Utopia’ is found in Persian diction-
aries; we wanted ‘Utopia’ to appear in Persian letters -
you find the writing in the upper border of our painting.”
An artistic re-instatement for the need to separate the
notion of the paradisical, that haunts Iranian language
and religious culture, from the necessity to site utopia
as a proposal for mother earth.

Shadi Ghadirian is a photographer based in Tehran
who has had an enormous amount of exposure in exhibi-
tions and publications around the world. In suggesting a
flattened notion of history – where multiple histori cal time
and places co-exist - she has been able to bring together
that which has been removed and placed on the periph-
ery. In her previous works, bicycles and Pepsi-cola
seemed to be prevalent in the Gajaar period. These mys-
terious juxtapositions are mindgames in which Ghadirian
is well versed and she allows these to promote a unifica-
tion of the removed, the submerged and the dislodged.
In de-paralysing our minds and de-categorising our vi-
sion, Ghadirian allows things to escape into each other
and a new, wonderful, even haunting meaning is created.

In the Nil Nil series she unites the weapons of de-
struction with the space of a family home; a clash of
ideals which no longer seem so far fetched, as army
boots snuggle up to fancy knitwear, and gun knives,
wrapped with pink ribbons, all cosily occupy the domes-
tic as a place to co-exist in a war against each other.

Leila Pazooki currently works in Berlin where she is
pre-occupied with the concept of “borders” which can
be seen as both a recurring backdrop and a common
thread which goes through her projects. Aesthetics of
Censorship started as a research project but now more
or less forms a diachronic root in her investigation of
reinterpretations, which permit the discovery of beauty
in unexpected ways and where ‘borders’ or ‘cover-ver-
sions’ may acquire aesthetic values. She has used the no-
tion of ‘remaking’ as a process in the course of the
cen sorship, specifically in her series of photographs
taken from censored books, where personal choices and
preferences and the attitudes of the people in charge of
censorship, have added another layer of creativity to
iconic images of history of art including Man Ray’s pho-
tographs or Manet’s paintings.

The green neon sign in Farsi This is Not Green! is an
apt signifier for this exhibition, firmly oriental in script,
unreadable as all good conceptual works should attempt
to be and available for twenty fours a day for further con-
templation. It starts the process of arrival at a place in
Vienna where much has to be deciphered and under-
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stood, of complexities and evocations that may allow or
renege on access, depending on one’s own place of ac-
ceptance. This is Not Green! in green, neon is a fascinat-
ing starting place. 

The second series, Backgrounds, is a study in the em-
ployment of swathes of curtains resembling those used
on platforms and in backdrops for the leadership of the
Islamic Revolution. The breathless swathes, like waves
and waves of immobilised signals in heavy sullen fab-
rics, stand for a maturity and tradition that has become
de-rigeur in Iran’s staging of the Islamic revolution.

Conclusion
In contemplating change and in addressing the ne-

cessities of our times, the role of the artist as well as that
of the audience within any cultural context alters, slowly
acclimatising to its persuasive voice. 

The sense of engagement, so prevalent and yet pre-
meditated in contemporary exhibitions including The
Promise of Loss, has come to be known as a discursive
practice. In its intention it is estranged and its agency it
differs from previous exhibition-making practices; re-
maining at odds with the passive gaze and suggesting
a more inclusive understanding. This change shows a
desire to evolve from the given of art history to an en-
gaged frame of multivalency. 

This emergence has lead to innovative forms, such as
those so prevalent in The Promise of Loss, inviting analy-

sis and, where site as well image render meaning, evolv-
ing into a discourse which bathes in intense criticality
as its intention is to provide further meaning of its place
and context within the wider historical frame.  

1 Henry Corbin, En Islam iranien: aspects sprituels et philosophiques, “Le

Shi’isme duodemain”, (Paris: Gallimard), 1991.

2 “Sharia refers to the laws contained in or derived from the Quran and the

Sunnah (practice and traditions of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)”, in

http://www.newhorizonislamicbanking.com/index.cfm?section=glossary&let-

ter=s

3 HNN Staff, “What is the Difference Between Sunni and Shiite Muslims –

and Why Does it Matter?”, “The groups first diverged after the Prophet

Muhammad died in 632, and his followers could not agree on whether to

choose bloodline successors or leaders most likely to follow the tenets of

the faith. The group now known as Sunnis chose Abu Bakr, the prophet’s

adviser, to become the first successor, or caliph, to lead the Muslim state.

Shiites favored Ali, Muhammad’s cousin and son-in-law. Ali and his succes-

sors are called imams, who not only lead the Shiites but are considered to

be descendants of Muhammad.”, in http://hnn.us/articles/934.html 

4 Sigmund Freud, On Metapsychology: The Theory of Psychoanalysis, (1917),

in “Mourning and Melancholia” defined the distinguishing features of

melancholy as «“profoundly painful dejection, abrogation of interest in the

outside world, loss of the capacity to love, inhibition of all activity, and a low-

ering of self-regarding feelings to a degree that finds utterance in self-re-

proaches and self-revilings, and culminates in a delusional expectation of

punishment.”, (London: Penguin Freud Library), 1991, 248.
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Samira Abbassy
Seed and Sower, 2009
Moth to a Flame, 2009
Betrayal, 2009
From the series ‘The Eternal War:
Third Circle: The Taliban’
Oil on Gesso panels
30.5 × 30.5 cm each
Series of nine images
Image courtesy of the artist
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Iman Afsarian
Untitled, 2009
Oil on canvas
140 × 100 cm
Image courtesy of 
Assar Art Gallery
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Asgar/Gabriel
Utopia, 2009
Oil on canvas
260 × 450 cm
Image courtesy of 
Galerie Ernst Hilger contemporary
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Masoumeh Bakhtiyari
Decree 2468, 2008
Ink and acrylic on canvas
150 × 200 cm
Image courtesy of 
Azad Art Gallery
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Shahram Entekhabi
Happy Meal (Video-Still), 2004
DVD/Video, 12:10 min.
Ed. 5
Image courtesy of
KunstBüroBerlin
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Shahram Entekhabi
Seat, 2003
Rug and metal
120 × 140 × 48 cm
Image courtesy of 
KunstBüroBerlin
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Parastou Forouhar
Parade #4, 2008
C-print mounted on aluminium
64 × 64 cm
Ed. 5
Image courtesy of 
Galerie Karin Sachs
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Parastou Forouhar
Spielmannszüge, 2005
Flash Animation
120 × 120 × 60 cm
Ed. 5
Image courtesy of 
Galerie Karin Sachs
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Shadi Ghadirian
Untitled, 2009
From the series ‘Nil Nil’
C-print on aluminium
114 × 76 cm / 76 × 76 cm
Ed. 10
Images courtesy of the artist
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Shadi Ghadirian
Untitled, 1998
From the series ‘My Press Photo’
C-print on aluminium
45 × 30 cm
Ed. 10
Images courtesy of the artist
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Babak Golkar
Negotiating the Space for Possible
Coexistences #2, 2009 
Persian carpet, wood, Plexiglass 
and glass
119 × 47 × 110 cm
Image courtesy of the artist
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Peyman Hooshmandzadeh
Untitled, 2004
From the series ‘Time’
C-print 
70 × 50 cm
Ed.10
Image courtesy of the artist
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Peyman Hooshmandzadeh
Untitled, 2005
From the series ‘Our Paradoxical Life’
C-print 
100 × 132 cm
Ed. 10
Image courtesy of the artist
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Abbas Kowsari
Women Police Academy #2, 2008
Women Police Academy #14, 2008
C-print on Kodak Endura Metallic paper
105 × 70 cm / 70 × 105 cm
Ed. 7
Image courtesy of 
Aaran Art Gallery
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Abbas Kowsari
Shade of Earth #16, 2008
Shade of Earth #6, 2008
Shade of Earth #2, 2008
C-print on Kodak Endura Metallic paper
70 × 105 cm
Ed. 5
Image courtesy of 
Aaran Art Gallery
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Mandana Moghaddam
Sara’s Paradise, 2009
Plastic jars, pool with fountains 
and neon lights 
Dimensions variable
Ed.3
Image courtesy of 
Azad Art Gallery
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Amin Nourani
Untitled, 2009 
Oil on canvas
240 × 570 cm
Image courtesy of 
Assar Art Gallery
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Leila Pazooki, 
This Is Not Green!, 2009 
Neon lights
100 × 335 cm
Ed. 4
Image courtesy of the artist

The green neon sign in Farsi This is Not Green! is an apt signifier for this exhibi-
tion, firmly oriental in script, unreadable as all good conceptual works should 
attempt to be and available for twentyfour hours a day for further contemplation.
It starts the process of arrival at a place in Vienna where much has to be deci-
phered and understood, of complexities and evocations that may allow or re-
nege on access, depending on one’s own place of acceptance. This is Not Green!
In green, neon is a fascinating starting place. 

Shaheen Merali
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Leila Pazooki
Backgrounds, 2009 
Lightbox
40 × 60 cm / 59 × 90 cm
Ed. 4 
Image courtesy of the artist
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Sara Rahbar
You Burned Down My House, 
Then Offered Me Shelter From 
the Rain, 2009
Textiles/ Mixed media
244 × 213,5 cm
Image courtesy of 
Galerie Ernst Hilger contemporary
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Neda Razavipour
House Burglary by Giving Anaesthesia Drugs, 2008
Homeless, 2009
Closing Down of 400 Manufactories, 2009
From the series ‘Daily Notes’
Pen on paper
23 × 15 cm
Image courtesy of the artist
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Neda Razavipour
Find the Lost One (Video-Still), 2009
DVD/Video, 2:10 min. 
Ed.5
Image courtesy of the artist
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Behrang Samadzadegan
Victory is Ours, 2009
Unknown Destination, 2009
Shot the Light, 2009
From the series ‘Sportswomen’
Pencil, colored pencil, coffee and
marker on paper
32 × 24 cm
Image courtesy of the artist
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I was sitting beside my father in the car, coming back from school, when I heard
the news on the radio: a group of guerrillas had attacked the military post of
Siahkal. I was about eight. I had a strange feeling. The news was brief and un-
clear, but it indicated a cracking of strong beliefs. Two guerrillas were killed and
thirteen arrested. Not longer than a few months later we heard of the prisoner’s
execution. After the long reign of silence and inertia under the Shah’s regime,
the active reaction of the intellectuals and students to these developments was a
surprise. 

I could never forget the memory of that winter day for it generated a deep
feeling in me and has influenced my generation of decades. 

‘Winter 1971’ is based on a poem by Ahmad Shamlou, the renown Iranian
poet. Inspired by Siahkal insurrection but not free to express himself explicitly
under Shah’s dictatorship, he wrote ‘The Banquet’ in a very intricate allegorical
language. And today I feel indebted to those fifteen people who broke the si-
lence. These forty nine shirts are symbols of the murdered guerrillas of that year,
and I have tried to pay homage to Siahkal insurrection through the recitation of
Shamlou’s long poem. 

Rozita Sharafjahan

Rozita Sharafjahan
Winter 1971, 2007
Clothes, hangers and video projection
with sound
Dimensions variable
Ed. 3 
Image courtesy of
Azad Art Gallery
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Letters I Never Wrote
They are the visual memory of a nation. They record moments of victory,

what has been built or brought to fruition. They commemorate those deemed
great or those who have done great things. They preserve what we have and
what we no longer do. They stand for that which a nation, a generation or a sov-
ereign leaves behind within a frame of time and is proud of it. Stamps, these
small pieces of paper with their perforated edges, are the official memory of a
nation. They are proud ambassadors of their time.

Since I started writing –writing letters – at the age of 7, I have been hard put
finding stamps that hinted at the realities that I had witnessed. The current real-
ity, the unofficial current reality, points to destruction, extinction and silent
deaths. My memory is about the destruction of which ancestors have tried to
preserve, things that have been lost more than those that have been gained.
These are stamps that befit the times that we are living in, for friends that live
afar, for letters that I have never written.

Now, on the back of official stamps with many print runs, I record my own
unofficial memory, in limited editions. One hundred stamps either in ones, twos
or fours, each with the edition of ten (is the share of this unofficial memory more
than this?), except a single stamp of myself without any copies, bringing  the
total to 1001 stamps, a number compatible with the story that I am telling, for
storytelling is my profession, be what it may when morning comes. 

Jinoos Taghizadeh

Jinoos Taghizadeh
The Extinction of Persian Yellow
Deer/ The Extinction of Asiatic
Cheetah, 2008/2009
Stamps
15 × 15 cm
Ed.10
Image courtesy of 
Aaran Art Gallery
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Jinoos Taghizadeh
Rock Paper Scissor #4, 2009 
Lenticular print
68 × 53 cm
Ed. 7
Image courtesy of 
Aaran Art Gallery
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Samira Abbassy
The Eternal War: Third Circle: The Taliban,

2009. Oil on Gesso panels, 30.5 × 30.5 cm
each, series of nine images

Iman Afsarian
Untitled, 2004. Oil on canvas, 140 × 100 cm
Untitled, 2009. Oil on canvas, 140 × 100 cm
Untitled, 2005. Oil on canvas, 130 × 100 cm
Untitled, 2009. Oil on canvas, 130 × 100 cm
Untitled, 2008. Oil on canvas, 75 × 80 cm

Asgar/Gabriel
Homage to Delacroix’s ‚Liberty Leading the

People’, 2009. Oil on canvas 260 × 325 cm
Utopia, 2009. Oil on canvas, 260 × 450 cm

Masoumeh Bakhtyari
Decree 531, 2008. Ink and acrylic on canvas,

150 × 200 cm
Decree 2800, 2008. Ink and acrylic on canvas,

150 × 300 cm
Decree 2468, 2008. Ink and acrylic on canvas,

150 × 200 cm

Shahram Entekhabi
Alcazar 2450, 2004. DVD/Video 14:59 min.,

ed. 5
Happy Meal, 2004. DVD/Video, 12:10 min., 

ed. 5
Haji Firouz, 2007. DVD/Video 7:58 min., ed. 5
Seat, 2003. Rug and metal, 120 × 140 × 48 cm

Parastou Forouhar
Parade #1, 2008. C-print mounted on alu-

minium, 64 × 64 cm, ed. 5
Parade #4, 2008. C-print mounted on alu-

minium, 64 × 64 cm, ed. 5
Spielmannszüge, 2005. Flash Animation, 120 ×

120 × 60 cm, ed. 5

Shadi Ghadirian
Untitled, 2009. From the series ‘Nil Nil’, 

c-print on aluminium, 76 × 76 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 2009. From the series ‘Nil Nil’, 

c-print on aluminium, 76 × 76 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 2009. From the series ‘Nil Nil’, 

c-print on aluminium, 76 × 76 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 2009. From the series ‘Nil Nil’, 

c-print on aluminium, 76 × 76 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 2009. From the series ‘Nil Nil’, 

c-print on aluminium, 76 × 114 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 2009. From the series ‘Nil Nil’, 

c-print on aluminium, 114 × 76 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 2009. From the series ‘Nil Nil’, 

c-print on aluminium, 114 × 76 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 2009. From the series ‘Nil Nil’, 

c-print on aluminium, 114 × 76 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 1998. From the series ‘My Press

Photo’, c-print on aluminium, 30 × 45 cm,
ed. 10

Untitled, 1998. From the series ‘My Press
Photo’, c-print on aluminium, 30 × 45 cm,
ed. 10

Untitled, 1998. From the series ‘My Press
Photo’, c-print on aluminium, 45 × 30 cm,
ed. 10

Artworks included in the exhibition: 
(price list upon request)
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Babak Golkar
Negotiating the Space for Possible Coexis-

tences #2, 2009. Persian carpet, wood,
Plexiglass and glass, 119 ×  47  × 110 cm

Peyman Hooshmandzadeh
Untitled, 2004. From the series ‘Time’, c-print,

70 × 50 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 2004. From the series ‘Time’, c-print,

70 × 50 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 2004. From the series ‘Time’, c-print,

70 × 50 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 2004. From the series ‘Time’, c-print,

70 × 50 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 2004. From the series ‘Time’, c-print,

70 × 50 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 2004. From the series ‘Time’, c-print,

70 × 50 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 2004. From the series ‘Time’, c-print,

50x 70 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 2004. From the series ‘Time’, c-print,

50x 70 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 2004. From the series ‘Time’, c-print,

50x 70 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 2005. From the series ‘Our Paradoxi-

cal Life’, c-print, 100 × 132 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 2005. From the series ‘Our Paradoxi-

cal Life’, c-print, 100 × 132 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 2005. From the series ‘Our Paradoxi-

cal Life’, c-print, 100 × 132 cm, ed. 10
Untitled, 2005. From the series ‘Our Paradoxi-

cal Life’, c-print, 100 × 132 cm, ed. 10

Abbas Kowsari
Women Police Academy #2, 2008. C-print on

Kodak Endura Metallic paper, 70 × 105 cm,
ed. 7

Women Police Academy #4, 2008. C-print on
Kodak Endura Metallic paper, 70 × 105 cm,
ed. 7

Women Police Academy #1, 2008. C-print on
Kodak Endura Metallic paper, 70 × 105 cm,
ed. 7

Women Police Academy #9, 2008. C-print on
Kodak Endura Metallic paper, 70 × 105 cm
, ed. 7

Women Police Academy #12, 2008. C-print
on Kodak Endura Metallic paper, 105 × 70
cm, ed. 7

Women Police Academy #14, 2008. C-print
on Kodak Endura Metallic paper, 105 × 70
cm, ed. 7

Shade of Earth #2, 2008. C-print on Kodak En-
dura Metallic paper, 70 × 105 cm, ed. 5

Shade of Earth #16, 2008. C-print on Kodak
Endura Metallic paper, 70 × 105 cm, ed. 5

Shade of Earth #6, 2008. C-print on Kodak
Endura Metallic paper, 70 × 105 cm, ed. 5

Shade of Earth #17, 2008. C-print on Kodak
Endura Metallic paper, 70 × 105 cm, ed. 5

Shade of Earth #7, 2008. C-print on Kodak En-
dura Metallic paper, 70 × 105 cm, ed. 5

Shade of Earth #3, 2008. C-print on Kodak En-
dura Metallic paper, 70 × 105 cm, ed. 5

Mandana Moghaddam
Sara’s Paradise, 2009. Plastic jars, pool with

fountains and neon lights, dimensions
variable, ed. 3

Amin Nourani
Untitled, 2009. Oil on canvas, 151 × 240 cm
Untitled, 2009. Oil on canvas, 180 × 180 cm
Untitled, 2009. Oil on canvas, 240 × 570 cm

Leila Pazooki
This Is Not Green!, 2009. Neon lights, 

100 × 335 cm, ed. 4
Untitled, 2009. Newspaper, 50 × 70 cm
Untitled, 2009. Newspaper, 50 × 70 cm
Untitled, 2009. Newspaper, 50 × 70 cm
Untitled, 2009. Newspaper, 50 × 70 cm
Backgrounds, 2009. Lightbox, 59 × 90 cm, ed. 4
Backgrounds, 2009. Lightbox, 40 × 60 cm, ed. 4
Backgrounds, 2009. Lightbox, 40 × 60 cm, ed. 4
Backgrounds, 2009. Lightbox, 40 × 60 cm, ed. 4

Sara Rahbar
You Burned Down My House, Then Offered

Me Shelter From the Rain, 2009. Textiles/
Mixed media, 244 × 213,5 cm

Flag #26: After You We Lost Our Hue, 2008.
Textiles/ Mixed media, 145 × 294.5 cm

Flag #33: All That I Saw Resembled You, 2008.
Textiles/ Mixed media, 145 × 294.5 cm

I Waited for You Even in the Darkest of Days,
2009. Textiles/ Mixed media, 104 × 61 cm
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Neda Razavipour
House Burglary by giving anaesthesia drugs,

2008. From the series ‘Daily Notes’, pen
on paper, 23 × 15 cm 

Homeless, 2009. From the series ‘Daily
Notes’, pen on paper, 23 × 15 cm

5000.000 Square Meters of the ‘Clouds’ Forest
is Going to be Destroyed, 2007. From the 
series ‘Daily Notes’, pen on paper, 23 × 15 cm

Discovery of the Legendary Substance of Su-
perman’s Enemies, 2007. From the series
‘Daily Notes’, pen on paper, 23 × 15 cm

Fear Beat In India, 2008. From the Series
‘Daily Notes’, Pen on paper, 23 × 15 cm

Sister in law’s assassination: Young man’s re-
taliation sentence is approved, 2008. From
the series ‘Daily Notes’, pen on paper, 
23 × 15 cm

Iran’s Exclusion from the World Cup, 2009.
From the series ‘Daily Notes’, pen on
paper, 23 × 15 cm

Cell Or Death of Darabad’s Cubs, 2008. From
the series ‘Daily Notes’, pen on paper, 23 ×
15 cm

Identify the fugitive murderer to the Police ,
2008. From the series ‘Daily Notes’, pen
on paper, 23 × 15 cm

Closing down of 400 manufactories, 2009.
From the series ‘Daily Notes’, pen on
paper, 23 × 15 cm

Solana’s Suggestion for the Nuclear Fuel
Bank Construction, 2008. From the series
‘Daily Notes’, pen on paper, 23 × 15 cm

Find the Lost One, 2009, DVD/Video, 2:10
min., ed. 5 

Behrang Samadzadegan
New Record in Women’s Long Jump, 2009.

From the series ‘Sportswomen’, pencil,
coffee and marker on paper, 32 × 24 cm 

Infant Warrior, 2009. From the series ‘Sports-
women’, pencil, coffee and marker on
paper, 32 × 24 cm

Propellant, 2009. From the series ‘Sports-
women’, pencil, coffee and marker on
paper, 32 × 24 cm 

Gazelle of Deserts, Brides of Streets, 2009.
From the series ‘Sportswomen’, pencil,
coffee and marker on paper, 32 × 24 cm

Shot the Light, 2009. From the series ‘Sports-
women’, pencil, coffee and marker on
paper, 32 × 24 cm

No Argue with the Referee, 2009. From the
series ‘Sportswomen’, pencil, coffee and
marker on paper, 32 × 24 cm

Victory is Ours, 2009. From the series ‘Sports-
women’, pencil, coffee and marker on
paper, 32 × 24 cm

Ready After 30 Years, 2009. From the series
‘Sportswomen’, pencil, coffee and marker
on paper, 32 × 24 cm

Unknown Destination, 2009. From the series
‘Sportswomen’, pencil, coffee and marker
on paper, 32 × 24 cm

The Black One Wins. From the series ‘Sports-
women’, pencil, coffee and marker on
paper, 32 × 24 cm

Rozita Sharafjahan
Winter 1970, 2007. Clothes, hangers and

video projection with sound, dimensions
variable, ed. 3

Jinoos Taghizadeh
Rock Paper Scissor #3, 2009. Lenticular print,

68 × 53 cm, ed. 7 
Rock Paper Scissor #5, 2009. Lenticular print,

68 × 53 cm, ed. 7
Rock Paper Scissor #4, 2009. Lenticular print,

68 × 53 cm, ed. 7
Rock Paper Scissor #8, 2009. Lenticular print,

68 × 53 cm, ed. 7
Rock Paper Scissor #2, 2009. Lenticular print,

68 × 53 cm, ed. 7
Rock Paper Scissor #6, 2009. Lenticular print,

68 × 53 cm, ed. 7
Rock Paper Scissor #9, 2009. Lenticular print,

68 × 53 cm, ed. 7
Rock Paper Scissor #10, 2009. Lenticular print,

68 × 53 cm, ed. 7
Destruction of ‘Miankaleh’ Marshlands (An

Internationally Protected Wet-
land), 2008/2009. Stamps, 15 × 15 cm, ed.
10

Destruction Caused by Major ‘Karoun 3’ Dam
in South Western Historical Region of
Iran, 2008/2009. Stamps, 15 × 15 cm, ed. 10

The Extinction of Persian Yellow Deer/ The
Extinction of Asiatic Cheetah, 2008/2009.
Stamps, 15 × 15 cm, ed. 10

Gradual Destruction of Tabriz Citadel,
2008/2009. Stamps, 15 × 15 cm, ed. 10
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Political Serial Killing of Dissidents – Septem-
ber 1998, 2008/2009. Stamps, 15 × 15 cm,
ed. 10

Destruction of Golshan Mosque in Nishaboor
Pertaining to Timurid Era – 14th century
AD, 2008/2009. Stamps, 15 × 15 cm, ed. 10

April 2008 – Construction of Sivand Dam
with 50 Years Useful Lifetime, 2008/2009.
Stamps, 15 × 15 cm, ed. 10

Birth of 270 to 370 Deformed or Headless
Children Every Six Months in the Periph-
ery of Mahshahr Seaport and Mahshahr
Port City, 2008/2009. Stamps, 15 × 15 cm,
ed.10

Destruction of ‘Khosrow Agha’ Public Bath,
17th Century Esfahan, 2008/2009. Stamps,
15 × 15 cm, ed. 10

Serial Killings of Kerman 2001-2002,
2008/2009. Stamps, 15 × 15 cm, ed. 10

Burning of Jamshid Brothel by Revolutionar-
ies, Death of Prostitutes Living in the
Neighborhood, 2008/2009, Stamps, 15 × 15
cm, ed. 10
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Samira Abbassy
Born 1965 in Ahwaz (IR). Lives and works in New York (USA). 

Exhibitions (Selection)
2009 The Promise of Loss. A Contemporary Index of Iran, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Galerie Hilger BrotKunsthalle, Vienna (A)
2009 Iran Inside Out, curated by Sam Bardaouil, The Chelsea Art
Museum, New York (USA)
2009 Movers & Shakers, Leila Taghinia-Milani Heller Gallery,
New York (USA)
2008 Changes in Time, Kathleen Cullen Fine Arts, New York (USA)
2006 Mirror Image, curated by Karen Shaw, The Islip Art Mu-
seum, New York (USA)

Iman Afsarian
Born 1974 in Tehran (IR). Lives and works in Tehran (IR). 

Exhibitions (Selection)
2009 The Promise of Loss. A Contemporary Index of Iran, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Galerie Hilger BrotKunsthalle, Vienna (A)
2009 Tehran-Frankfurt/ Frankfurt-Tehran, Mahe-Mehr Art Gal-
lery, Tehran (IR)
2008 Aria Art Gallery, Tehran (IR)
2008 Tehran-Frankfurt/ Frankfurt-Tehran, Künstlerhaus Mouson-
turm, Frankfurt (D) 
2007 Broken Promises, Forbidden Dreams, Iran Heritage Founda-
tion, London (GB)

Asgar/Gabriel
Daryoush Asgar born 1975 in Tehran (IR) and Elisabeth Gabriel
born 1975 in Vienna (A). Live and work in Vienna (A). 

Exhibitions (Selection)
2009 The Promise of Loss. A Contemporary Index of Iran, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Galerie Hilger BrotKunsthalle, Vienna (A)
2009 Bucolica Obscura, Mark Moore Gallery, Santa Monica (USA)
2008 The New Force of Painting, Frissiras Museum, Athens (GR)
2008 Central Europe Revisited II, Schloss Esterhazy, Eisenstadt (A)
2007 low clouds, high spirits and the island, Galerie Ernst Hilger
contemporary, Vienna (A)

Masoumeh Bakhtiyari
Born 1966 in Tehran (IR). Lives and works in Tehran (IR).

Exhibitions (Selection)
2009 The Promise of Loss. A Contemporary Index of Iran, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Galerie Hilger BrotKunsthalle, Vienna (A)
2009 Inside Tehran Out, Forum Schlossplatz, Aarau (CH)
2008 Safe Society, Azad Art Gallery, Tehran (IR)
2005 Assar Art Gallery, Tehran (IR)
2004 Depo Square Gallery, Boston (USA)
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Shahram Entekhabi
Born 1963 in Beroujerd (IR). Lives and works in Berlin (D)

Exhibitions (Selection)
2009 The Promise of Loss. A Contemporary Index of Iran, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Galerie Hilger BrotKunsthalle, Vienna (A)
2009 Iran Inside Out, curated by Sam Bardaouil, The Chelsea Art
Museum, New York (USA)
2009 Poetics/Politics, Centre A, Vancouver (CDN)
2009 In – Between, curated by Charlotte Bank, Casino Luxem-
bourg - Forum d’art contemporain, Luxembourg (L)
2009 Topography of Happiness: Russian Wedding, The State
Museum-Reserve Tsaritsyno, Moscow (RUS)

Parastour Forouhar
Born 1962 in Tehran (IR). Lives and works in Frankfurt (D). 

 Exhibitions (Selection)
2009 The Promise of Loss. A Contemporary Index of Iran, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Galerie Hilger BrotKunsthalle, Vienna (A)
2008 Mahrem, Kunsthalle Wien, Vienna (A)
2008 Re-Imaging Asia, Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin (D)
2008 Retracing Territories, FRI ART Kunsthalle, Fribourg (CH)
2008 Unfinished, BM Suma Contemporary Art Center, Istanbul
(TR)

Shadi Ghadirian
Born 1974 in Tehran (IR). Lives and works in Tehran (IR).  

Exhibitions (Selection)
2009 The Promise of Loss. A Contemporary Index of Iran, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Galerie Hilger BrotKunsthalle, Vienna (A)
2009 Ghost Gifts, Co2 Gallery, Rom (I)
2009 Shadi Ghadirian – A Photographer from Iran, Aeroplastics
Contemporary, Brussels (B)
2008 Word Into Art, DIFC, Dubai (UAE)
2006 Blessed are the Merciful, Feigen Contemporary, New York (USA)

Babak Golkar
Born 1977 in Berkeley, California (USA). Works and lives in Vancou-
ver (CDN). 

Exhibitions (Selection)
2009 The Promise of Loss. A Contemporary Index of Iran, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Galerie Hilger BrotKunsthalle, Vienna (AT)
2009 Folter in der Kultur – Kultur der Folter, curated by Yael Katz
Ben Shalom, Artneuland Project, Berlin (D)
2009 Recent Works, curated by Beral Medra, BM Suma Contem-
porary Art Center, Istanbul (TR)
2009 Nuit Blanche, public space, curated by Makiko Hara,
Toronto (CDN)
2008 Orientalism and Ephemera, curated by Jamelie Hassan,
Centre A, Vancouver (CDN) 

Peymann Hooshmandzadeh
Born 1969 in Tehran (IR). Lives and works in Tehran (IR). 

Exhibitions (Selection)
2009 The Promise of Loss. A Contemporary Index of Iran, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Galerie Hilger BrotKunsthalle, Vienna (A)
2009 Asia House Gallery, London (GB)
2008 Tehran Museum of Contemporary Art, Tehran (IR)
2007 Mustache, Assar Art Gallery, Tehran (IRN)
2007 Our Paradoxical Life, Marmar Gallery, Istanbul (TR)
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Abbas Kowsari
Born 1970 in Tehran (IR). Lives and works in Tehran (IR). 

Exhibitions (Selection)
2009 The Promise of Loss. A Contemporary Index of Iran, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Galerie Hilger BrotKunsthalle, Vienna (A)
2009 Iran Inside Out, curated by Sam Bardaouil, The Chelsea Art
Museum, New York (USA)
2008 Shade Of Water– Shade Of Earth, Aaran Art Gallery,
Tehran (IR)
2004 Muslims Muslims, La Vilette, Paris (F)
2003 Portraits, French Embassy, Damascus (SYR)
2002 Iran Contemporary Photographers, Assar Art Gallery,
Tehran (IR)

Mandana Moghaddam
Born in Tehran (IR). Lives and works in Tehran (IR) and 
Gothenburg (S). 

Exhibitions (Selection)
2009 The Promise of Loss. A Contemporary Index of Iran, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Galerie Hilger BrotKunsthalle, Vienna (A)
2009 Incheon Women Artists Biennial, Incheon (ROK)
2009 L’ Iran Sans Frontiere, curated by Negui and Kamran Diba,
Galerie Almine Rech, Paris (F)
2009 Rebelle. Art and Feminism 1969-2009, curated by Mirjam
Westen, Museum for Modern Art, Arnheim (NL)
2008 Mahrem: Footnotes on Veiling, Tanas, Berlin (D)

Amin Nourani
Born 1965 in Tehran (IR). Lives and works in Tehran (IR). 

Exhibitions (Selection)
2009 The Promise of Loss. A Contemporary Index of Iran, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Galerie Hilger BrotKunsthalle, Vienna (AT)
2008 Mahe-Mehr Art Gallery, Tehran (IR)
2005 Iranian Artists’ Forum, Tehran (IR)
2003 Elahe Gallery, Tehran (IR)

Leila Pazooki
Born 1977 in Tehran (IR). Lives and works in Berlin (D). 

Exhibitions (Selection)
2009 The Promise of Loss. A Contemporary Index of Iran, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Galerie Hilger BrotKunsthalle, Vienna (AT)
2009 The Augmented Flaws, curated by Shaheen Merali, Galerie
Kunstagenten, Berlin (D)
2009 Iran Inside Out, curated by Sam Bardaouil, The Chelsea Art
Museum, New York (USA)
2009 2 Minutes Photography, B21 Gallery, Dubai (UAE)
2009 Photography, Etemad Gallery, Tehran (IR)
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Sara Rahbar
Born 1976 in Tehran (IR). Lives and works in New York, NY (USA).

Exhibitions (Selection)
2009 The Promise of Loss. A Contemporary Index of Iran, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Galerie Hilger BrotKunsthalle, Vienna (A)
2009 Unveiled: New Art from the Middle East, The Saatchi
Gallery, London (GB)
2009 Iran Inside Out, curated by Sam Bardaouil, The Chelsea Art
Museum, New York (USA)
2009 Sara Rahbar – Love arrived and how red / Nives Widauer –
minor catastrophies, Galerie Ernst Hilger contemporary, Vienna (A)
2008 In Transition Russia, National Centre for Contemporary
Arts, Moscow (RUS)

Neda Razavipour
Born 1969 in Tehran (IR). Lives and works in Tehran (IR). 

Exhibitions (Selection)
2009 The Promise of Loss. A Contemporary Index of Iran, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Galerie Hilger BrotKunsthalle, Vienna (A)
2009 Help Yourself, Azad Art Gallery, Tehran (IR)
2009 Magic of Persia, Gallery Henry Moore – Royal College of Art,
London (GB) 
2009 Inside Tehran Out, Forum Schlossplatz, Aarau (CH)
2009 Off the Loom, curated by Simin Dehghani, Assar Art Gallery,
Tehran (IR)

Behrang Samadzadegan
Born 1979 in Tehran (IR). Lives and works in Tehran (IR). 

Exhibitions (Selection)
2009 The Promise of Loss. A Contemporary Index of Iran, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Galerie Hilger BrotKunsthalle, Vienna (A)
2006 H&H, heaven and hell, Fereydoun Ave Gallery, Tehran (IR)
2006 Military Attendance, Golestan Gallery, Tehran (IR)
2007 CARAVAN, Shiraz Art Gallery, Venice (I) 
2007 Contemporary Arts Festival of Vienna, Basement Gallery, Vi-
enna (AT)

  
Rozita Sharafjahan
Born in 1962 in Tehran (IR). Lives and works in Tehran (IR). 

Select Exhibitions:
2009 The Promise of Loss. A Contemporary Index of Iran, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Galerie Hilger BrotKunsthalle, Vienna (A)
2007 What Can Be?, Azad Art Gallery, Tehran (IR)
2007 Golestan Art Gallery, Tehran (IR)
2003 Hay Art Cultural Center, Yerevan (ARM)
2002 Passage, Tehran Museum of Contemporary Art, Tehran (IR)

Jinoos Taghizadeh
Born 1971 in Tehran (IR). Lives and works in Tehran (IR). 

Exhibitions (Selection) 
2009 The Promise of Loss. A Contemporary Index of Iran, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Galerie Hilger BrotKunsthalle, Vienna (AT)
2009 Rock, Paper, Scissors, Aaran Art Gallery, Tehran (IR)
2009 Iran Inside Out, curated by Sam Bardaouil, The Chelsea Art
Museum, New York (USA)
2009 Rock, Paper, Scissor Series, B21 Gallery, Dubai (UAE) 
2006 Kunsthof Self-Portrait, Kunsthof, Zurich (CH)
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Shaheen Merali is a curator and writer based in Berlin and London.
Between 2003-8 he was the Head of Department for Exhibitions,
Film and New Media at the Haus der Kulturen der Welt in Berlin,
where he curated the exhibitions The Black Atlantic; Dreams and
Trauma: Moving images and the Promised Lands and Re-Imagining
Asia, One Thousand years of Separation amongst others.

In 2008, he was the artistic director of the Bodhi galleries in New
York, Mumbai, Berlin and Singapore, for which he curated Blind-
stars, Starsblind, (BodhiBerlin) a monograph exhibition on Shilpa
Gupta, and the seminal Everywhere is War (and rumours of war) for
BodhiMumbai, India. Previously in 2006, he was the co-curator of
the 6th Gwangju Biennale of Korea.

In February 2009, he curated the large-scale historical show, The Un-
told (the rise of) Schisms at Alcala 31 in Madrid accompanied by a
publication that traces the rise of the political right within popular
Indian culture and its neighbouring regions.

In August / September 2009 his curated exhibitions including The
Dark Science of Five Continents (BMB Gallery, Mumbai), eerie and
languid (The State Museum, Tblisi) and The Augmented Flaw (Kun-
stagenten, Berlin)- all exhibitions which have dealt with the rise of
uncertainties in a world of constant transformations.

Merali has edited several volumes, including Far Near Distance,
Contemporary Positions for Iranian Artists (2004); Spaces and Shad-
ows, Contemporary Art from Southeast Asia and About Beauty (2005):
New York-States of Mind and Re-Imagining Asia (Saqi Books 2007).

The curator would like to give his thanks to: 

Ernst Hilger and his staff.
The artists and their galleries.

Fereydoun Ave
Masoud Bakshi
Amir Hossein Birjandi
Thomas Erben
Barbad Golshiri
Pamela Merali
Nazila Noebashari and the staff at the Aaran Art Gallery
Raha Rastifard
Resume
Hanni Schermaul
Rozita Sharafjahan and the staff at the Azad Art Gallery
Newsha Tavakolian
Heide Tawakoli
Leonor Veiga
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Shaheen Merali’s concept of a contemporary index of
Iran made the limitations of the city galleries apparent:
what was planned as a gallery exhibition in the early
stages of discussions, became a prominent project for a
Kunsthalle or museum and therefore a fitting project for
ÖIP/EIKON publishing.

Shaheen Merali’s irresistible energy and enthusiasm
motivated us to finish and open the BrotKunsthalle in a
record time of just six weeks – the show itself and the in-
credible acceptance by critics and art-lovers alike, is
gratification enough. We are all deeply grateful for his
energy and dedication to quality. 

The artists who have come and those that supported
the show with the loan of their works, as well as their rep-
resenting galleries, we promise the same dedication in

the promotion and the distribution of the works and
thank them profoundly.

The exhibition, or parts of it, will travel to other inter-
nationals venues as well as to major art fairs, with the
goal of lending a voice to and promoting the courage
and power of contemporary art by Iranian artists abroad
and at home.

ÖIP/EIKON and the team of Galerie Ernst Hilger,
are extremely pleased with this inaugural show at the
new BrotKunsthalle and this publication, and wish to ex-
press our thanks to all those who have helped in making
this possible. 

Elisabeth Gottfried, ÖIP/EIKON
Ernst Hilger, Galerie Hilger BrotKunsthalle
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Galerie Ernst Hilger has been instrumental in the devel-
opment of the European art market for almost 40 years
now.

It has been instrumental in creating foundations for
other galleries and has acted as a role model in activities
concerning the expansion towards new emerging mar-
kets and linking these with international companies
such as Siemens and Unicredito, as well as opening
branches in Frankfurt and Paris (now through Internet
and new medias no longer necessary). In addition, the
gallery is helping in the development of established art
fairs and the creation of new fairs by participating as a
board and advisory board member.

The gallery performs these tasks while maintaining
active involvement in its core activity: working together
with established artists, helping to establish young con-
temporaries and promoting their work through an inter-
national network of curators, collectors, and institutions.
Artists involved with the gallery over the last eight years

such as Miha Štrukelj, Anastasia Khoroshilova, or Brian
McKee – among many others – were accompanied to im-
portant biennials like Venice and Moscow, thereby ad-
vocating and supporting their work steadfastly.

A new growing interest towards the Near and Far
East has now brought co-operations with exciting
emerging artists such as Sara Rahbar (Iran), as well as
the establishment of a new Kunsthalle (Galerie Hilger
BrotKunsthalle) in a former bread factory from the mid
19th century. Here, project-based, internationally curated
exhibitions will be shown three times a year, beginning
this with the exhibition ‚The Promise of Loss. A Contem-
porary Index of Iran’, curated by Shaheen Merali.

Currently, the three Viennese showrooms – modern,
contemporary, and BrotKunsthalle – testify the gallery‘s
constant need to be involved with and to communicate
art as well as to its commitment to being a dependable,
professional partner for artists, collectors and curators
alike.
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In weniger als sechs Wochen wurde unter großem En-
gagement der beteiligten Baufirmen sowie der Loft
City GmbH , Ing. Walter Asmus und Partner, der
Umbau der drei Hallen sowie zusätzlich die für die
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